S1 | Experimental setup for the collection of BCDI reconstruction data.
The photograph on the left shows the position of the cryostat and the detector attached to a variable length arm. In this view the xray beam is directed almost directly from the sample towards the detector. The image on the top right is a close-up of the cryostat. The image on the bottom right shows the attachment of vascular bundles to the cryostat. S2 | Experimental parameters for the BCDI reconstruction data. The δ and γ angles correspond to the two circles on a 6-circle diffractometer that define the x-ray scattering angle, 2Ѳ. The number of images is the number of slices collected in each data set by successive rotations through small angular increments, δѲ.
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S3 | Flow chart of the iterative phase determination process for image reconstruction from BCDI data.
After generating an initial estimate for the object support from the autocorrelation function 1 a single macrocycle for image improvement employs iterative cycles of error reduction and hybrid input-output algorithms [2] [3] [4] . Following a single macrocycle, the shrink wrap algorithm 1 is used to obtain an improved estimate for the support volume. Progressively reducing the dimension of the convolution function used in the shrink wrap algorithm typically results in a smaller and more detailed support. The χ2 statistic, comparing observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes, is used as the criteria for managing the dimension of the convolution function used by the shrink wrap algorithm.
